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Revision History

General Terms
All Rights reserved. Specifications are going to change without notice.
Trademarks are the property of SCS Concept and their respective owners. SCS Concept reserves
the right to change products at any time without being obliged to adjust earlier supplies
accordingly.
The material in this manual is believed adequate for the intended use of the system. If the
product, or its individual modules or procedures, are used for purposes other than those specified
herein confirmation of their validity and suitability must be obtained.
SCS Concepts thanks his customers, distributors and partners to communicate eventually errors
found in the manual

Terms of warranty
Never attempt to repair the product yourself, risk to injury, damage the product and avoid the
warranty.
Use SCS Products and accessories only as intended by the manufacturer.
Any operation expressly prohibited in this manual, or adjustments and assembly procedures not
recommended or authorized in this manual shall void the warranty.

Compliance with EMF
SCS Concept manufactures and sells many products targeted at customers which, like any
electronic apparatus, in general have the ability to emit and receive electromagnetic signals. One
of SCS’ leading Business Principles is to take all necessary health and safety measures for our
products, to comply with all applicable legal requirements and to stay well within the Electro
Magnetic Field standards applicable at the time of producing the products. SCS Concept is
committed to develop, produce and market products that cause no adverse health effects. SCS
Concept confirms that if its products are handled properly for their intended use, they are safe to
use according to scientific evidence available today.
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Battery information according European regulation
2006/66/CE

Part no:
Type:
Weight:

313 21 0042
Li-Ion 3.7V 2600 mAh
84 g

After removed, the wasted battery must be dismissed according local
regulation
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Revision History

Revision History

Edition
1.0
2.0

Date
02/04/2012
15/02/2013

Description
First Edition
Second Edition
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Firmware Version
V8.2k
LAB SPC PRW
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Freedom³ Tour
Freedom³ is an Electronic Wrench designed for Quality Control and High Level Tightening on all
types of production line. Freedom³ allows to analyze joints displaying torque/time and torque
angle graphs. With Freedom³ it’s possible to see any curves and data for every single test directly
on the display, showing the main statistical values.
Lab version (stand-alone), this firmware version is designed in order to create quality control test
and tightening program directly on the wrench without connect the wrench to the computer. On
the wrench is possible create tightening program, Quality Control test and have joint analysis.
Freedom³ displays torque/time and torque/angle curves for every single test or tightening, also
the wrench shows sample chart. When necessary, user can download and export data to Excel, see
and overlap curves by F3 Explorer software.
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Freedom³ Tour

SPC Quality Control

Smart Break-away

With Freedom³ is possible to have break-away test directly on production line joints. Thanks to
the new algorithm, to detect the real break-away point is easy and fast for everyone, it’s not more
necessary to be an expert to have break-away test.
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Joint Analysis

Freedom³ is developed to satisfy every kind of customer requests. The Joint Analysis function
permits to record the complete torque-angle curve and to analyze it directly on the display of
Freedom³ in a quick and precise way, in order to understand joint stiffness.
Freedom³ LAB mode can send curves to F3 Explorer software, to display and save curves on user’s
computer , in this way, users can link the reference curve to SPC and Control Quality test.
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Freedom³ Tour

Production Tightening

Freedom³ can be programmed to work as an assembly tool on production line. Freedom³ is the
perfect solution for assembly station where it’s necessary an high tightening quality or where it’s
not possible to use a power-tool for space problem or for typology of joint (as pipe nut).
For every single tightening Freedom³ saves data-results, Torque/Time and Torque/Angle curves
and sample charts. User can see curves and charts directly on the display.
Freedom³ works stand-alone, programmed on board directly by touch-screen and keyboard can
send result to F3 Explorer (SCS software) in order to export data to “Excel” and plot the curves.
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LAB function table
In Brief:
LIST OF FUNCTIONS
Version and Memory:
Working with all firmware version
Store data-results and curves in Freedom³ memory
Programming:
Edit tests directly on Freedom³
Route from/to SQ-Net
Receive program from VPG in real time
Send data and Curves to F3 Explorer
SPC Quality Control test
Production Tightening
Joint Analysis
Continuous Reading
Cp/Cm Test
Counter Clock Wise Test (SPC Quality Control – Production Tightening)
Displayed on Freedom³:
Torque/Time and Torque/Angle Curves
Sample Chart (Cm/cp)
Statistic Charts (X – R)
Sample Graphs
Other Function:
User and Password management
Only User Management

LAB
Yes
Yes
Yes
X
X
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
X
Yes
X
X
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LAB, SPC and PRW function table
In Brief:
List of Functions
Options:
Internal Bar Code Reader
Bluetooth Integrated Module
868 MHz Integrated Module
WiFi Integrated Module
Automatic Socket Recognition
Rubber Protection
Rubber Protection with Display Protection

LAB
Yes
X
X
X
X
Yes
Yes

Single Battery Charger (External)
Dual Battery Charger (External)

Yes
Yes

Software
SQ-Net software
F3 Explorer software
VPG software

X
Yes
X

All options must be ordered separately, please see paragraph “Part Number”.
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In the following chapters we will show the main technical Characteristics of Freedom³ .

Technical Specification

Torque
Capacity
(Nm)
15
30
70
100
200
300
400
600
800
1000

Connection (endFitting)

L1 (mm)

L2 (mm)

Weight (kg)

9x12 Female
9x12 Female
9x12 Female
9x12 Female
14x18 Female
14x18 Female
14x18 Female
14x18 Female
Ø 20
Ø 20

375
375
480
480
604
754
854
1032
1250
1530

393
393
498
498
629
779
879
1057
1330
1610

0,8
0,86
0,93
0,93
1,5
1,86
2
3,65
5,1
6,25
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Measurement accuracy:
±0.5% deviation between 20% and 100% of torque capacity
±1% deviation between 10% and 20% of torque capacity
±0.1°angle display deviation

Performance:
Internal Memory 1 GB.
20000 results; 20000 curves; 1000 Programs Settable.
2.8” Touch-Screen (for easy and fast navigation). High Resolution.
Display 320 x 240 pixel, 65535 colors.
Keyboard (for switching on/off and navigation).
Barcode Reader (to add vin-number info to the test - Option).

Power Supply:
Li-Io Changeable Battery 3.6 V - 2700 mA
9 hours battery life
6 hours to recharge battery by PC USB port.
4 hours to recharge battery using external battery charger (optional)

Battery Charger
Input Power: 100 - 240 AV ~ 50/60 Hz
Output:
5.0 DV = 0.7DA
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Connections
Ports and Interfaces:
Mini-B USB 2.0 (For SCS software and battery charger Connection)
4 Pin connector for battery charging by cradle (optional)
Keyboard and touch screen for programming and navigation:
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SYSTEM OVERVIEW

1 led green and 1 led red to indicate the status of the tightening or test:

7 led blue to indicate the tightening progression:

Software
To allow users to download data or communicate with PC, we developed 3 software, F3 Explorer
(for Lab version) and SQ-Net (for SPC version). VPG Visual Production Guide (for PRW version)
The minimum system requirements to install and use SQ-Net, F3 Explorer or VPG are the
following:
CPU:
Hard Disk Space:
RAM:

Pentium II
100 MB
128 MB

Operating System:

Windows 2000

Only for VPG
Radio:

Bluetooth or WiFi
16
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Starting
In the following paragraphs we will show how to start quickly to work with Freedom³.
Push “Switch on” button:

After few seconds Freedom³ is ready:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Freedom³ LAB mode
Lab mode is a firmware version of Freedom³ that allows user to work locally (stand alone) without
the need to connect computer for programming.

How to run a “Free Test”
In this paragraph we show in few simple steps, how to have a test with Freedom³ Lab Version.
From Freedom³ front page select “Free Test” (only for Lab Version, in SPC version it’s not possible
to have free test, to do it’s necessary to switch from SPC to Lab version), see fig. below
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A new window appears “Free Tests”, touch “new” button to edit a new test, see below:

Note: “Edit” is to modify an existing test, Delete (folder with red X) is to erase a test, Delete (bin
button) is to erase all test results that belong at the selected test.
It will appear Free Tests parameters window with the following fields:

Description: Push “Description” button to add note to the test and to identify easier the test.
Pushing “Description” button appears a virtual keyboard (similar to the keyboard used for mobile
phone) under every number there are different letters, pushing more time same number to scroll
all letter till arrive to the letter to put in the description string.
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Test Type: Push “Test Type” and select the typology of test or tightening program that user wants
to create.

Please see next paragraph for test explanation.
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SPC Quality Control Test
Breakaway Peak is a SPC quality test, selecting this kind of test Freedom³ will consider as
a result the maximum reached torque during the “over tightening”.

Selecting Breakaway Peak test, the result depends from the ability of operator to stop the “overtighten” when bolt start to move, if operator stop the tightening too late Freedom³ will take
always the pick torque. See below to program Freedom³ for Breakaway Peak test:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Breakaway Angle is a SPC quality test, selecting this kind of test Freedom³ will consider
as a result the reached torque after a specific angle (preset) . See the following curve for hard
joint:

Using this strategy, user must know after how many degree Freedom³ has to check the torque. It’s
important to know the behavior of the joint in order to set a “right “ angle.
User can use as Control Quality point the first peak or the residual point, in any case it’s important
set the right angle value in Freedom³ Breakaway Angle program.
As you can see, in the hard joint curve, there are two points First Peak (static Breakaway Point)
and Residual Torque (Dynamic Breakaway point), user can select in the program which point
Freedom³ must recognize as Breakaway point. In case of soft joint Residual Torque and First Peak
point coincide at the same point.
See the following curve for soft joint:
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See below to program Freedom³ for Breakaway Angle test:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Smart Breakaway/Angle is a SPC quality test, selecting this kind of test Freedom³
recognize automatically the Breakaway point. In the example below it is illustrated a typical curve
of hard joint, as you can see there are two points First Peak (static Breakaway Point) and Residual
Torque (Dynamic Breakaway point), user can select in the program which point Freedom³ must
recognize as Breakaway point.

Soft joint:

In case of soft joint First Peak and Residual torque point coincide at the same point.
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See below to program Freedom³ for Smart Breakaway test:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Breakaway Open/Close is a quality test, selecting this kind of test user has to unscrew
the bolt already tightened for a specific angle (for example 10°; this parameters must be set in the
test) and retighten the bolt till get to the original position (for our example user has to retighten
for 10°). Freedom³ will take as result the torque value when the bolt gets the original position.
Open the bolt:

Tighten the bolt till original position:

10°

10°

See below to program Freedom³ for Breakaway Open/Close test:
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Minimum Torque is a quality test, , selecting this kind of test, Freedom³ will check if the
joint is already tightened or not. User has to over-tighten the bolt if the torque reached is higher
of minimum torque target inside a specific angle (counting angle from a threshold value) the result
of the test will be “OK”. See example below:

In the example above the minimum check angle is 3°, in Freedom³ program is possible select angle
value in order to optimize the test.
See below to program Freedom³ for Minimum Torque test:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Joint Analysis is a quality function of Freedom³ that allows to the operator to analyze the
behavior of the joint. User has only to tighten the bolt as much as necessary (also to the broken
point, if it’s necessary to see torque and angle value at the broken point), during the tightening
Freedom³ recognize automatically the yield point. User has to set the yield point parameters. With
this function Freedom³ will edit the curve of the joint (torque/time and torque/angle) and save as
results of test: yield torque (torque at yield point), yield angle (angle at yield point), max torque
(max reached torque during the test), angle at max torque (angle value at max reached torque),
angle max (max reached angle during the test), torque angle max (torque value at max angle). The
angle threshold starts from transducer min-load value (5% of full scale).

See below to program Freedom³ for Joint Analysis test:
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Loose Torque is a quality test, selecting this kind of test, Freedom³ will consider as a result
the Minimum torque (or max negative torque) necessary to unscrew the bolt User must set “Start
Torque”(from what torque value will start the test, is a negative value) and the angle test value
(after how many degree from “Start Torque” operator has to stop the unscrewing).

See below to program Freedom³ for Loose Torque test:

Note: For this test, Freedom³ starts to count the angle at “Start Torque” point.
29
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Tightening Production Strategy Test

Fast. Torque Driven is a tightening strategy used in production line. Operator must set
Nominal torque , tolerances and the angle window (min and max angle value). Freedom³ will give
as a main result for the statistic the torque value, also FREEDOM³ will check if the angle value at
pick torque is in the angle-window, if it’s not in the window the tightening status will be not ok
(NOK).

See below to program Freedom³ for Fast. Torque Driven strategy:
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Fast. Torque + Angle is a tightening strategy used in production line. Operator must set
nominal angle, tolerances and the torque window (min, max e nominal torque).After getting a
specific torque ( angle threshold, must be set in the test strategy), user must continue to tighten
getting windows tolerance angle. Freedom³ will give as a main results for the statistic the angle
and torque values and it will show both graphs. Also FREEDOM³ will check if the torque value at
the pick angle is in the torque-window if not the tightening status will be not ok (NOK).

See below to program Freedom³ for “Fast. Torque + Angle” tightening strategy:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Fast. Yield is tightening strategy used in production line. Operator must set nominal torque
and nominal angle with both tolerances. During the tightening when the joint gets the yield point,
Freedom³ will collect as results torque and angle values at yield point and it will show both
statistic graphs. If the torque or angle values are outside from tolerance windows, the tightening
status will be Not OK (NOK).

See below to program Freedom³ for “Fast. Yield” tightening strategy:

Note: Yield.Det.Ang is an angle parameter, for default is 3°, that means Freedom³ check every 3°
the gradient of the curve to recognize the Yield point. If the joint is more soft, we suggest to
increase Yield.Det.Ang . The Angle value at Yield Point is the angle between “Start torque” and
“Yield point”.
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Fast. Yield + angle is a tightening strategy used in production line. Operator must set
nominal torque and nominal angle with both tolerances. During the tightening, when the joint
gets the yield point, user must over tighten the joint till arrive to the angle tolerance set in the
test. Freedom³ will collect as results torque and angle values at pick point and it will show both
statistic graphs. If the torque or angle values are outside from tolerance windows, the tightening
status will be Not OK (NOK).

See below to program Freedom³ for “Fast Yield + Angle” tightening strategy:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Note:
Yield.Det.Ang is an angle parameter, for default is 3°, that means Freedom³ checks every 3° the
gradient of the curve to recognize the Yield point. If the joint is more soft, we suggest to increase
Yield.Det.Ang .
The Angle value at Yield Point is the angle between “Start torque” and “Yield point”
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Test Field Table Description

In the table below is explained the mining of all fields to fill, in order to run tests with Freedom³.
Touch the correspondent screen button to enable the field:

Field
Description
Test Type

Nom.-Min.-Max Torque
Start Torque/ Angle Threshold

Nom.- Min – Max Angle
Nm

Nom.- Min – Max Angle

Meaning
This field is used to describe the test in order to
easily identify it.
Is the test to run, there are different typologies
of test: quality , SPC, Production See previous
paragraph for the meaning of every test or
tightening strategy.
In those fields, user must write nominal torque
and tolerances (upper and lower limits)
It’s the starting torque test, FREEDOM³ starts to
collects data for test and for curve from the
value written in this field (default value is 10%
of final torque)/Angle Threshold: It’s the torque
value where FREEDOM³ starts to measure angle
In Those fields, user must write nominal angle
and tolerances (upper and lower limits)
It’s the measure unit for torque, touching it is
possible to switch to other unit measure (Nm,
KNm, kgm, lbf.in; lbf.ft)
In Those fields, user must write nominal angle
and tolerances (upper and lower limits)
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Field
Tool (Tool Extra Lenght. – Tool ACC)

Meaning
Torque Coefficient is a correction factor used
when an extension is mounted on the wrench
and it modifies the original length used to
certify and calibrate the wrench (let “0” if there
is not any extension).
Tool Angle Correction Coefficient is a
parameter used when an long extension is
mounted on wrench or rotary transducer, to
compensate the torsion of extension,
otherwise it will introduce an error in the angle
reading. (let “0” if there is not any extension).
Long Timeout is max time allowed between
two steps to perform the tightening see
paragraph… for more details.
Short Time out is the acquisition time after the
torque, during tightening, exceeds 75% of
nominal torque and go back to zero.
CCW mains Counter Clock Wise, to enable only
for counter clock wise test.
Touch on “V” to confirm and exit
Touch on “X” to exit without save

Timeouts (Long T. out – Short T.out)

CCW
V
X

Once made the test press on “V” to save and exit.

In the figure below it will be appear the test made before. Touch it to select and press on V on
keyboard to run the test.
36
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Example of Quality Test
Freedom³ opens “Brk Peak” test window:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Freedom³ is waiting for starting test. Selecting “Brk Test” user has to over-tightening as much as
necessary, at the end of over-tightening, if the result is “OK” Freedom³ will display:

In case of test not OK:
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If the result value are outside from tolerances, Freedom³ will ask to confirm the result or to repeat
the test (it’s possible to disable this function by setup, see “Setup LAB mode” paragraph). There is
not limit, user can have all test he wants (Free Test), there is not any group to complete like in SPC
test.
Press “ESC” when the test is finish and FREEDOM³ will go back to Free Test page. To see Curves
and result, once selected the test, press the right arrow on the keyboard, then press “V” on the
sample to see.

Select the test and
push right arrow on
keyboard

Freedom³ shows all test already made with the selected test:
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Freedom³ LAB mode

It will appear a new window where is possible select Curves (torque/time or torque/angle) or
value chart. See fig. below:

->Selecting “Curve Torque/Time” and pressing confirm(“V” on Freedom³ keyboard), Freedom³ will
display Torque/Time curve:

By left and right arrows of Freedom³ keyboard is possible to move the cursor and analyze the
curve step by step.
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->Selecting “Curve Torque/Angle” and pressing confirm (“V” on Freedom³ keyboard), Freedom³
will display Torque/Angle curve:

By left and right arrows of Freedom³ keyboard is possible to move the cursor and analyze the
curve step by step.

->Selecting “Values Chart” and pressing confirm (“V” on Freedom³ keyboard), Freedom³ will
display the chart with the samples of all test made (not only the selected one):

By left and right arrows of Freedom³ keyboard is possible to move the cursor and analyze the
curve sample by sample.
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How to send data to F3 Explorer
F3 Explorer is a software that allows to download data and curves from Freedom³ and SCS
products (DataTouch³ and SCS Easy). In F3 Explorer is possible to create report, export data to
Excel, edit single or multi curve graph. See F3 Explorer manual for more information.
Follow the next step to send data and curves to F3 Explorer:
Switch on Freedom³ , in the Front page touch “Synchr.” Icon:

Freedom³ waits for communication with F3 Explorer:
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Open F3 Explorer on PC

Click on “connection” and all Freedom³ folders will appear on PC screen.
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Freedom³ LAB mode

Select “Lab” folder and the sub folder “Export”
On the top right part of F3 explorer select the folder (or create a new one) where the file result
will be saved.

Click on the file fresult.csv, then “send to PC”
Select fresult.csv file and clicking on analysis, F3 Explorer will open result report with all sample
values, program parameters, statistic and result status.
Clicking on export with Excel icon, F3 Explorer will create the same report but in Excel format (of
course, this option is available only if in the PC is installed Microsoft Excel).
To send curves to F3 Explorer follow the same procedure but user, once DT³ is connected to the
computer, selects the file with extension “.crv” in the “CURVES” sub folder of “LAB” folder (user
can export curves one by one or all together). Clicking on “Curves” TAB and after on “Load”
button is possible to display one curve, while to display more curves all together select them and
click on “Composition” button.
For more information regarding software see the F3 Explorer manual.
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Setup of Freedom³LAB mode
In this paragraph is explained the meaning of every item of Freedom³ LAB mode setup. Please
follow next step to enter in Freedom³ setup.
From main menu select “General”:

Freedom³ will ask for password, please type”1247” and press “OK” on the virtual keyboard

Freedom³ will open the “Setup” page:
Item
Language
Auto Off Time (min) 0=manual

Test result freeze time

Beep Volume

Meaning
User can chose different languages: English;
Italian; German; French; Portugal; Hungarian
In this field is possible to set the time for auto
switching off. If user doesn’t touch the wrench
(display or keyboard) for the time set in this
field, Freedom will switch off automatically. “0”
setting for switch manually every time.
This setting indicates how long the result will
be displayed at the end of every single test.
Default value 2000 ms.
In this setting is possible to manage the level of
the buzzer volume, put the indicator on right
side for max volume.
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Item
Light Intens.

Light timeout

Can delete tests
Confirm Tests

Last Led%

Date/Time
Force Peak Res

Password for Edit

Font Size

Meaning
In this setting is possible to adjust the
brightness of the display, put the indicator on
right side for max brightness.
Freedom³ has two light screen modalities,
when it’s not used for a specific time (light time
out) DT³ goes in energy saving modality in
order to save battery. The time is intended in
minutes.
Enable this function to allow user to delete
tests.
In this setting is possible to display at the end
of every test the message “Confirm Test”, user
can choose if : enable “always” (it means if the
status of the test is “OK” or “NOK” Freedom³
will ask all time to confirm the result); Disable
“Never” (Freedom³ doesn’t ask to confirm the
test); Enable for “Not ok tests only” (in this case
Freedom³ will ask to confirm the result of only
Not OK).
In this field is possible to set the percentage of
target torque or angle that lights the last blue
led for tightening progression. For example if
target torque is 10 Nm, and the setting is 95%,
last led will be lighted at 9.5 Nm, so operator
can have time to stop himself before over
tightening.
In this setting is possible to modify date and
time. Push virtual keyboard button to do it.
It’s for tightening production strategy
programs. If it’s activated, Freedom³ will
consider as result the max Toque or Angle value
reached during the test.
Enabling this function, Freedom³ will ask for
password for edit a new test or tightening
program. Password is “1247”
Freedom³ gives the possibility to change the
size of the font, user can choose between two
size, Small and Big.
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Item
Smart Brk/Angle

Smart Brk. Sens

Binary Export

Meaning
Enabling this function, Freedom³ will consider
old Brk Angle test as Smart Brk test. For
customer who upgrade old Freedom³ LAB
(without Smart Brk function) to new firmware
release with Samrt Brk function.
By this item is possible to manage the
sensibility of Smart Brk auto-detection. Very
Low and Low for low sensibility (in case of hard
joint where the detection of Brk is more
evident); High and Very High for high sensibility
(in case of really soft joint where the detection
of Brk is less evident)
Enable this item only if customer are sending
data to last versions of F3 Explorer (starting
from 2012)

Push confirm button “V” on keyboard to save and exit or push “ESC” button to exit without save.
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Part Numbers
Part Numbers
113 16 0015
113 16 0030
113 16 0070
113 16 0100
113 16 0200
113 16 0300
113 16 0400
113 16 0600
113 16 0800
113 16 1000
197 14 0005
313 11 0011
313 11 0030
313 21 0042
19714 0017
197 14 0018

Model
Freedom³ 15 Nm
Freedom³ 30 Nm
Freedom³ 70 Nm
Freedom³ 100 Nm
Freedom³ 200 Nm
Freedom³ 300 Nm
Freedom³ 400 Nm
Freedom³ 600 Nm
Freedom³ 800 Nm
Freedom³ 1000 Nm
Barcode Reader Int.
Rubber Protection
Rubber Protection with Display
Protection
Additional Battery
External battery charger
External Battery Charger for 2
batteries
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Description
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Torque-Angle Wrench
Freedom³ accessory
Freedom³ accessory
Freedom³ accessory
Freedom³ spare part
Freedom³ accessory
Freedom³ spare part
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